**Materials needed:** Piano Adventures Lesson Book, Primer Level and Primer Level - Theory Book: Piano Adventures. Click on links to purchase on Amazon. Please make sure your child has these two books at every class.

**Weeks 1-5**

Get to know the students.
Learn how to sit at the piano.
Find the white and black keys on the piano.
Listen to low and high sounds.
Try to play on the black keys.

Listen to the short and long, soft and loud sounds.
Find the groups of the three and two black keys.
Learn about the position of the hand.
Learn about the finger numbers.

Introduce the middle “C” and find the Cs on the piano.
Learn about Quarter, Half, and Whole Notes.
Note values and stems exercise.

Learn the notes “D” and “E”.
Finding notes on the keyboard.
Learn how to play and count.

Songs covered: “Old Clock Song”, “Mary had a Little Lamb”, “Old MacDonald”, “I Like Song”

**Weeks 6-10**

Learn about Forte and Piano.
Learn about the note “F”, “G”, “A”, and “B” and find them on the keyboard.

Learn about the Bass and Treble clefs. Learn about the steps and skips.
Listening exercise: listen to the seconds and octaves.

Learn about major and minor. Learn about different time signatures.
Introduce the dotted half note.


**Weeks 11-16 (17)**

Learn about the notes in the spaces and on the lines. Learn about the grand staff and start reading the notes on the staff, Revise all the material from the previous classes. Repeat all the names of the notes using flash cards. Play different songs that we learned during the semester.